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FOREWORD

' The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs has
e tablished interdisciplinary research on policy problems
as he core of its educationafprogram. A major part of this
pro ram is the Policy Research Projectin which a team of
sever faculty members, each froth a different profession
or dis spline, and graduate students with diverse back-
grounds work together on an important public policy issue.
These p je6ts have a user orientation and bring the stu-
dents in d lect contact with administrators, legislators, and
other officals involved in the policy process.

This sum ary report was produced by a 1975-76 Policy
Research Pro ct which focused on development in the
Lower Rio Gra de Valley of Texas, It is a summation of a
much larger re it prepared by the Policy Research Pro-
ject,which also ay be obtained from the LBJ School. In

vo:

addition to the
film presentatio

We express a
Texas; the Nat
search Applied
and the Lynda
the project.

It is the inte
. women with t

service and to
inform those
this report on
Texas and its r
lems will be bf
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reports, the project also produced a color
entitled The Majic Valley.

preliation to the Office of the Governor of
anal Sc' nce Foundation, Division of Re-
to N.ati nal Needs; the Ford Foundation,
B. Johnson Foundation, for support for

1

tion of the L School to develop men and
capacity to erform effectively public

eyelop info ation that will enli ten and
decision-ma ing roles{ It is our ope that

he problems ced by the colon s of South
commendati ns for dealing,wit these prob-
alue both to policy makers an4 to the public.

Alan K: Campbell
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, PREFACE

During the 1975-76 academic year a Policy Research
Project of the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs,
focused on development in the Lower Rio Grande Valley.
Several organizations had an'interest in and supported the .

project This support included a primary grant from the
Lyndon B. Johnson Foundati6n, which stimulated the
focus on South Texas. A contribution from the National
Science Foundation, Ivision of Research Applied to
National Needs, encouraged interaction with the Texas
Coastal Zone Resources Research Project working in the
Lower Rio Grande .Valley, A grant' from the Texas
Governor's Office was given to the project in order to
continue development of social impact analysis within a
resource policy framework. Finally, the Ford Foundation
provided important indirect support through its institu-
tional development grahtl for programs and schools
engaged in public policy research.

The project concentrated on examining the Water- related
\ problems of the colonias of the the Lower Rio Grande

Valley of South Texas. We believe, as a result of the

4

findings of our study, that thrOugh the "208" Regional
Water and Waste Water Planning Program of the Federal
Government there is a rare opportunity for the state and
the region to create, the environment within which positive
local decisions can substantially assist an unportarit but
poverty stricken group within the Lower Rio Grande
Valley.

It would not have been possible to carry out this study
without the cooperation and support of many individuals in
bath the public and the private)sectoks of the region. In
particular, we wish to acknowledge the assistance of
Alejandro Moreno, Jr., managing director of Colonias del
Valle, Inc., San Juan, Texas, and his staff.

This report will be of interest to the State of Texas and
its gitizens, but mote importantly, we hope that it will
create the basis for understanding and knowledge required
to bring public policy to bear on the pressing problems of
colonia residents. The challenge is great and the task is long
overdue:

Kingsley E. Haynes
.) Project Director
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INTRODUCHON

This report is a summary of a mud.; larger report
prepared by the Policy Research Project. As a summary it
ha's the advantage of informing the reader quickly and
concisely of the findings/ the researchei.-- For some
readers,/ however, this 9.(' mary will lack the depth and
detail necessary for,, research, planning, and decision
making. Copies of,the full report are available from the
Office of Publications of the Lyndon B. Johnson School of
Publi Affairs.

134fly,, the full report contains the followIng.
Part One preserits 'a comprehensive overview of the

Lower Rio Grande Valley in an attempt to define the
setting within which public policy decisions muat, be made.
Chapter Two and Chapter Three examine the demographic
and economic characteristics of the Lower Rio Grande
Valley Chapter our presents a regionalsfactorial ecology
study. Chapter Five details the institutional structure of
government at all leve,ls in the Lower Rio Grande Valley.

a

Part No focuses on the -socio-economic characteristics
of coldilias and on public policy alternatives for providing
them with water-related seryi ces. Chapter 54 presents a
comprehensive overview of colonias, examining their
origins, their physical characteristics, the characteristics of
their residents, the prOlems facing them, and their future
outlocik Chapter Se. v6n presents detailed estimates of the
costs involved in providing fresh water and sewage treat-",
ment to colonia residents. Chapter Seven also analyzes the
institutional alternatives for providing and funding these
services as well as major public policy issues related to such
efforts. Chapter Eight examines the current institutional
controls of land use in the region and analyzes 41temative
land-use policies as they pertain to existing colonias And
their future development:

Appendices to the report contain methodologies used
for research and cost estimating, copies of pertinent
legislation, and other related materials.

di"
-t
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FILM SYNOPSIS .

`THE MAGIC VALLEY"

1One prciduct_of this study is the film The Magic Valley.
This is a 28 minute colorlsound film available in 16mm. It
was prepared on location in the Lower Rio Grande Valley
by Cary White, a graduate student in radio, television, anti
film in the School of Communications at The University of
Texas.

The film focuses on the water-related problems faced by
colonia residents in the Lower Rio Grande Valley: flooding,
impure drinking water, and inadequate sewage disposal.
intervie.ws_with public officials reveal the magnitude of the
problems and the difficulties that local governments face in
solving them. Tours of the colonias show the viewer the

2

4

physical aspects of those communities!
Also shown is the life of a 'typical seasonal ruin-laborer

and his family wiid live in a Valley..et,?Fra. Their story
serves to illustrate life in a colonia and the serious
consequences of not having pure water available.

The film is a good introduction to the colonias. Itt should
bey excellent for television and classroom use and as a
discussion builder forNgr?up meetings.

Persons interested in ,The Magic Valley should contact
the Office of Publications of the Lyndon B. Johnson
School of Public Affairs.

V
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CHAPTERtI

. THE LOWER RIO GRANDE VALLEY .

z

The Lower Rtio Grande Valley of Texas. shown on the
map in Figure 1. is bordered'on the east by the Gulf. of
Mexico and on the south by the Republic of Mexico. More
than\three-quaiter§ of its residents are of Mexican origin.
Once part of Mexico, this region still has strong cultural and
Lommerrial ties with that nation. In fact, to many of the
residents of the Valley and the northeastern part of Mexico,
the international boundary line between the two natiOns
exists more in theory than in reality.

The Valley consists of three Texas counties Cameron,
Hidalgo. and Willacy. Cameron (population 140,3684) and
I lidalgo (181,535*) have many medium- and small-sized
towns. the largest of which. is Brownsville (52,5f.2*).
.-Approximately one-fourth of the residents of these two
counties live in rural areas. Willacy County (15,$70*), by
contrast,' has only one town of any consequence,
Raymondville (8.212*), and nearly. half of Willacy's resi-
dents are located in rural areas. United States Census figures
show a decline m Valley, population from 1960 to 1970.
Calculations by the Censiii--Bureau and, by this project's
researcher's indicate that this decline has'continued. Other
experts, however, feel that the population of the region is
in fact increasing.

*1970 united States census figures.

The region known as the Lower Rio Grande Valley is
first mentioned in the journals of 16th...entury Spanish
explorers. Early settlements were started along the Riu
,Grande River and sldwly spread northward with the
extension And development of irrigation sfsj,ems. For most
of its history the Valley economy was dependent un
agriculture and on trade with Mexico. The discovery of oil.
gas, and mineral' deposits more reLentlj added new dubs and
capital to the region. Since WorldWar II manufacturing-and
other light industries have become increasingly Important
and may represent the Valley's prime eLunumiL Lunipunent
in the future. Finally, the last few decades have seen a
dramatic increase in tourism.

Notwithstanding-its economic growth over the last 50. -
years, the Lower Rio Grande Valley remains one of We
poorest regions of Amenca. More than 40 percent of the
Valley's families fell below the poverty line 11 1970,
according to U.S. Census reports. Wages are dnifoti ly low
aryl unemployment Iiig.. Since many Valley workers are
employed in agricultural industriet, their jobs are seasonal
at best, sporadic at worst. Formal eduLation levels are the
lowest in Texas, although there has been significant
imprqvement during the last few years.

3
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CHAPTER II

c

THE COLONIAS OF THE LOWER RIO'GRANDE VALLEY

Poverty pervades the Valley and is nowhere more ap
parent than in the colonias. As defined by the researchers, a
colonia is a podr, rural unincorporated community with 20
or more dwelling units, where home ownership is the rule.
Colonias residents are almost exclusively Mexican-American.

Colonias have "no formil ties with the governments of
.s cities and towns. Therefore they often do not benefit from

the kinds of services and amenities offered in urban areas
such as piped water, treated sewerage, and street main-
tenance. On the other{ hand, the colonia residents do not
have to pay the high 'property taxes of town dwellers, or
do they have such restrictions as zoning,, ordinaifces and
building codes.

For the purpose of this report, two factors may be seen
as contributing to the problems of colonia residents. First is
the factor of poverty, and as one plop-ling agency has put
it, the colonia 'residents are "the poorest of the poor ".
Second is the factor of isolation. The colonias are physical-
ly isolated from urban areas where residents might obtain
essential serVices such as health care and education.. Also,
Many of the social services designetl4help poor people aie

°located in urban areas. Finally, residents of colonias are
isolated from urban commercial centers where they might
obtain low-cost food, clothing, and other necessities.
Besides the physical isolation common to colonias there is
also the problem,of legal isolation: the colonias are not part
of towns and cities and thus cannot benefit from those
governmental units' taxes, nor may they benefit from the
many federal and state programs that are administered by
towns and cities. Programs aimed at rural areas often are
not set up so as to aid the peculiar institution known as the
colonia in the solution of its problems. The one branch of
government to which colonias might normally turn the
county is often too poor and too powerless itself to be of
much assistance.

The colonias differ from poor urban neighborhoods in
the Lower Rio Grande Valley in three important ways. the
residents of the colonias are poorer than those in the city , it
is more difficulf-Jor them to obtain access. to regu ar
services, and the universe of solutions to their problems is
much smaller.

While the problems facing colonia residents (and the
problems colonias present the rest of the Valley) are many,

..5

a

this report foCusts on water-related problems, including
access to clean drinking water and sanitary sewage disposal.
These are some of the most immediate, tangible concerns of
colonia residents and serve tp illustrate the depth Of
poverty prevalent in these communities. These problems,
which have clear technical solutions, also show the diffi-
culty or finding real-life solutions in rural areas under the
existing structure of public, institutions and programs.

PROFILE OF THE COLONIAS AND THEIR RESIDENTS-

Data on c olonias was obtained by a complete house
count of all coihmunities in the Lower Rio Grande Valley
meeting the researchers' definition, and by a one percent
spatially stratified random sample of colonia households.
Data was collected during February and March, 1976.

Researchers identified 65 colonias in Cameron and
Hidalgo Counties, btft none in Wiliacy County . Assuming an
average household size bf 5.5 persons, total colonia
population was estimated at 34,000 with 9,500 persbns
found in 21 Cameron sites and 24,$00 in 44 Hidalgo sites.
Approximately 10 percent of the Valley's total population
resides in colonias. These communities range in size from
100 to 1,500,residents. Locations of colonias are sho%vn on

. the map. in Figure 2 and their estimated populations in
Table 1. -

The predominate structure found, in colonias is a

Engle- family wooden- dwelling, coristructed by or for the
current owner, with an average of four rooms (including
bathroom. and kitchen). Most' of these homes would be
considered substandard by any set. criteria. Houses are
generally constructed' on small to tr and construction of
several houses on a single small lot is not'uncommon.

Streets in colonias are uniformly unpaved. Many colo-
nias are poorly drained, and frequent rains, even though
they may be light, regularly bring floods to these communi-
ties, Lighted streets are the exception rather than the rule.
. More than three-fourths of the households surveyed were

owned or being purchased by their residents. These
.residents purchased lots from realtors or land owners, and
most built their own houses°. Purchase bf lots was made
through conventional mortgages, or, quite often, by con-
tract for sale, where, the seller retains equity until the debt

12



'TABLE 1

COLONIAS IN CAMERON AND HIDALGO COUNTIES, TEXAS

FEBRUARY, 1976

Colonic Name
;Total
?Units

Vacant
Units

Units
For Sale

Under
Constu9tion

Mobile
Homes

Occupied
Units

atimated**
Population r.

1.Hidalgo County 4736

168
21

5

86
108
102
2g
48
42

111

61

11)0

32
99

248.
186
70
42
77

. 178
150
241

14i
30
20

148
62
50

111

136
194

57
280

-?9
76
63

180
173

105
152'
180
47

124
114

'

..i

c

-

213

10
1

1--

r
, 0

9

10 I

6
3
4
0
1

5

0
0
7
9 i
3

9

3
. 0
7 fa
0

29
9

.1

1

6

0
0 ,

- 2
5

10
0
0
0

. 2

. 1 .,
16
3
5

7

8

3

7.

11

13

0
0

---:,......&,,.

'0
3

0
- 0

0
0
0
0,
0
0
1

1

0
0
0
0
0

. 2

0
0
0
0
0
0
Q

1

A,
., 0

0
0

4

c

2

..--0-

0
0,
0
0
0

-- 0

'''\

;

.

,'0

,.

50

0
2
,1

1

0
0
0
0

, 1

1

0
1

0
7

0
2

0
0
0
5

0
0
0
6
2

0
0
4
3
0
0
0

;./0
0
2

1

0
3

3

1

1

2

%

-

.

,

4'

=

I

338

i tO

1 1
33

. 11
J
8

.. V
3

l'
5 .

0
5

4
5

20
12

15

5

6

11

0
.12

4
1

3

11

c 4
.:-..--,

6

20
14

3

17

7

2'
3

0
10
3 ,

.. 6
8

8

6

27

;

4460

157
20
54
-76
97
93
25
44

. 42
. 110

. 55
99
32

9238
175

61

37
77

171

150
205
'132

29
19

136
60

,. 50
109
126
180
.57
280
39
72
62

160
169
100
142
169
43

116
101

.

24541

. 864

. . 421911087

534
512
138

242
231

. '605
303
545
176

°135091

'963
336
204
424
941
825

1 r28

726
160

'105
748
330
275
600
693
990
314

1540

. 215
396
341
880
930
550
781
930
237
638
556

'
.

..

Abram
Acosta '
Ala Blanca
Agua Dulce*
Campo Alto
Capisallo Park
Chihuahua*
Cuevitas
El Gato
Evans

Faysville .
Granjeno*

. Havana

Heidelberg
Hidalgo Park
La Cuchilla
La Escondida
1.1.Leona/Los Leones*
Las Milpas
Lopezville

4^
Los Ebanos '
Lull t
Madero
Martinez*
A/1111a Cuatro*'

Milla Seis

Milla Doce
,' Mint Quince
',Nueva
Palm View 4

.,P,enitas
Pirezyille
Progreso
Relampago
Rodriguez
Salazar #2
San-Carlos 1

San Juan
Small #1
Small #2
Sullivan City
Tierra Blanca* '

'Villa Llano Grande*
Walston Faniis

a
6



Coionia Name'
Total Vac au t Units Undgr- ,

Units Units For Sale Construction

Cameron County 1825 80 - '''r 1 16 .. ,Bluetown *, 80 8 , r 0 0.
Cameron Park* 110 17 1 9,
Cavazos , ,"--- 44 2 0 0 .
Delma{ Heights*> , 41 3 0 4
El Jardin .2. 99 2 0 or 0
La Coma* 30 0 0 0
La Palma/Juarez* 233 14 0 1

La Paloma .137 5 0 , 0
Las RUSiaS 63 1 0 0
Las Yescas* rt'' 45 I, 0 . 1

La tine 61 3 0 0
La Torre* 75 0 0 0
Laureles's - 68 .2 Cr 0 2
Los Indios 136 .1 4 0 0
Maranca Alta* 34' 0 - 0 0 '
No Name #1* 23 0 0 ,0
No Name #2* 49 O., 0 0
Ranchito 144 5 0 0

an Pedro 149 5 0 0 .

Santa Maria 150 8 0 1 ..

Villa Nueva* . 34 0 0 0

Cameron and Hidalgo
Counties: Total 6561 293 14 t 66

Mokgle Occ pied Estimated**
Homes

94
3
8

2
41
16
4'

13

3

5

4,
1

6

0
4
8

1 .
5

6
2

Un is Population

1728
72

: 103
42
34
97
30

218
132
62
43
58
75
66
32
34
23

49
139
144
141

, 34

9508
396
567
231
186
534
165

1199
726
341
237.
319_
413
363
726
187 ,

127
270
765
792
776
187

432 6188 340491

Source: Survey based on house counts by project field researchers.
Notes: *Not served by public water system.

**Estimated population calculated by multiplying the number of occupied units by 5.5, the assumed of persons per unit.

Note Some Colontas are Known by two or mbre !lam. es. Where this occured, the researchers used official designations as recorded In county
records.
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is retired. In this' latter manner residents are able to
purchase a lot for "a few dollars crown and,a few. dollars x
week". While the real interest rate over time may be quite
high under the contract for sale system,41ow down
payments and low mbnthly installments make land Owner-
ship a possibility for even the poorest.

Of the households surveyed, 97.5 percent had electricity
and utilized butane or propanegas. Only about 44 percent
had a telephone and less than 30 percent received garbage
removal servitp,

.0;"
An estimated 57 percent of all coloniVouses do,not

receive treated water, although 45 ofte 65 colbnias
identified in the study had access to trea;fed dnnkin water.
Of the hpuseholds surveyed, 46 ppVent obtained water
from a pubjic water supply system, 4b percent fiomyvells,

4 percent., from irrigation ditchd§, iand.7.5,percent from
Other soures. e

Of the households surv7;e4,
;
alput4half.;_disposed of

sewage by c pool gr septic tank and a6out half by
outhouse.,,,Non of the colomas has access to a sewage
yegynern:lacili ,,"

`he hoUseho survey revealed that about 56 perceni, of
the colonia matt tion,is under 20 years of age,'The median
..an of c.obitnia re dents was found by theurv'ey to be 16.4
,;years, as,lcomparid with 26.5: years for all fexas residents
an 4y3 years for all Spanish-surnamed,Texis residents.

e househol4 survey also revealed Oat th'e median
yearsiof sk.hool ccknipletecf.for cottlok5esidents age 25 and
older tyvas 4.8 years,eas compared withi4.6 years for all
Texas residents aid 7.2 years for all4panish-sumamed

:1;ixasiesidents.4bout128 percent of colbnia residents, ge
-ant older rep&ted that they had no formal education,

as compared to 3 percent for all Texans:and 153 percent
for all residents of CamerOn and Hidalgo Counties com-
bined. Only 6.7 percent of these colonia residents reported
completing the 12th grade, compared to 48.8 percent of.
the Texas population and 32.3 percent of the combined
Cameron and Hidalgo Counties populations.

Of these persons surveyed who were employed, 44
perInt reported working' as farm laborers and most of the
remainder said they. were engaged in blue collar work. Of
those who worked, 32.5 percent reported working in a
,Valley urban community and only 6.1 percent.gaid they
worked within their own colonia.

The Mean amount Of time worked by all employed
persons 16 years pf age and over in 1975 was seven months,
according to the survey. About 16 percent of all households
in the survey reported .no ,wage earners. Given that
employment is apparently sporadic and low-paying, and
that unemployment is high, it is no surprise that nearly
two-thirds of the households surveyed reported an annual
income in 1975 of $4,000 or less.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLONIAS

Colonias apparently developed in three fashions. About
one-fourth briginated as small communities of farrnklaborers
employed by a single rancher or, farmer. Another 15
percent were started as townsites by realtors between 1908.
and 1948. The remainder were staitgclas subdivisions, most
since 1948. Since townsite and sub-division development
Nas apparently fairly similar, the two should probably be
viewed as the same.

Because development cost is low, realtors and other
landowners may offer colonia lots to potential buyers at
lOw cost. With easy terms available and with no costs for
installation' of water, sewer, and gas lines, colonia lots are
attractive to the poor of the Valley . However, cheAP land is
riot the only reason for living in a colonia.

Asked why they chOse Zp live in a,particularcoloma,
most of the household heads surveyed responded 1t they
wished to live near relatives. Indeed, 80 percent reported
relatives, living in othec households in the same colonia.
Other reasons given foriving in ixolonia were a preference
for rural living, the availability of cheap land and housing,
and a desire to be a home owner rather than a tenant.

Colonias aPpear to bp expanding and multiplying rapid-
.1y, and' this increase iktpopulatiiii has apparently been fed
by internal Valley migration. As was mentioned 'earlier,
most, colonias were developed after 1948, 'with peak
development octuring dunng the 1960s. Eighty percent of
all households surveyed were first occupied by their current
residents since 1960, and One-third since 1971. The average
length of occupancy fora colonia household was found to
be nine years. That this is , new construction, and not
tumover, is further affirmed by the finding that 80 percent
of households surveyed were occupied by their original
owners. Finally, 80 percent of the colonia household heads
indicated that they lived in the Valley prior to moving to
their current home, with 56. percent coming from other
colonia households.

Rough projections of colonia population rowth reveal a
48 percent increase every five years. This wog result in a
increase in the total colonia population from 34,000 in
1975 to more than 50,000 in 1980 and more than 115,0b0
by 2000, if all else remains equal.

THE PROIJLEMS OF THE COLONIAS

Isolation as a problem of colonia residents has already
'been mentioned, as has the problem of poverty. The
problem of poverty may be subdivided into a number of
different , sub - problems: low income, poor health, poor
education, lack of opportunity, frustration, alienation. The
social milieu formed by the colonia residents and by. the

a-



physical aspects, of colonias is at once the product of these
types of _problems and also a factor in causing their
continuatioh. The physical and legal isolation of . the
colonias as communities, and the social and cultural
isolation of their residents, makes it all the more difficult,

/for people within and without the colonias to find solutions
./ to these problems.,

One probleth area that can be partially solved now is
that of communicable disease. Higher levels of certain
communicable diseases have been.recoPded in the Lam!
Rio Grande Valley than in almost any other part *orthe

°United.
States: These include viral hepatitis, bacillary and

:amoehic, dysentery, and typhoid. What each of these
diseases have in common is that they are spread by
water -borne fecal contamination. Also.,.paso61 hygiene is
connected with the spread of other communicable diseases
and,,,. with skin ailments. Finally, certain stomach and
intestinal ailnients may be due to contamination of water

I supplies by pesticides and other chemicals.
-Within virtually any population such diseases may be

eliminated, for all practical purposes, with the introduction
of treated drinking water and sanitary sewerage treatment.

'Treatment of water and sewage destroys the virus and
bacteria that cause diseases, eliminates harmful. chemicals,, , .

an'd, by puking personal hygiefte more convenient, encour-
ages its practice.

Health improvement due to introduction of treated
water and sewerage has several direct benefits that accrue to
the'residents of colonias and to the Valley as a whole. First
is the improved physical and mental comfort that will come
to healthier coldnia residents. Second, colonla workers and
students will ha3e fewer absent days and, because they are

healthier, will be more productiVe.,, This latter benefit
>.

is '-

3131-r111 tans to the Valley ei.onomy as a -whole. Third, less
money"wi be needed for. health care and services.-
Reducing health re cdsts benefit's both'the poor colonia
family by giving it m money for other needs, and local,
state, and federal governments which often.have to pick up
the tab for indigent medical care. trth, communicable
diseases existing within colonias have the ential of being
spread to other parts of the Valley. Several of heseases
mentioned, such as amoebic and bacillary dyse.niary an4
typhoid, may also be transmitted throough human and insect
Vectors which may contammate even areas with treated'
drinking water. Finally, flooding of .;colornas. pushes raw
sewage onto the land surface. The waters containing this
sewage enter floodways which drain into the main drinking
water sources of the entire Lower Rio Grande Valley.

The Cameron County Health Department lists the lack
of proper sanitary sewage disposal facilities as one of the
three problems creating. major health hazards among the
rural population of the county. This Health Department
reported .,handling .695 environmental health problems
related to'Sewage during 1975. Similar problems have been

' reported it Hidalgq County.
In summary; the link between water-borne disease and

improper sanitation is well documented. Conditions con-
ducive to disease transmission exist in the colonias. This
poses a serious threat to the well-being of the residents of
the colonias in partiCular and the Lower Rio 'Grande Valley

, in general. This threat can be largely eliminated by
providing safe drinkihg water and sanitary waste water
disposal systems to the colonias.
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'CHAPTER III

WA RELATED SERVICES FOR COLONIAS

This chapter presents an overview pi.. water. resources in
the Lower RiO Grande Valley. The current water supply
and sewage disposal systems of the cplonias also will be
examined, and cost estimates for provision of water and
sewage systems for the colonias will be considered. Finally,
the institutional alternatives for water and sewage treat

-
meet will be explored.

TER RESOURCES IN THE LOWER
0 GRANDE VALLEY

The, Lower Rio Grande V ey is a semi-arid region
where average rainfall is approxiina 24 inches per yeai.
The evaporation rate is, more than double ataverage. Less
than 2 percent -of the Valley area consists of fits surface
water resources, -

Historically, flooding has been a seriots problem in the
Valley due topsflat terrain and inadequate drainage. The
danger of major floods has been reduced by construction of
three dams on the Rio Grande River. Also, two main
floodways constructed across the region now supplement
the natural floodway of the Arroyo Colorado. However,
heavy local rainfall can still cause severe flooding during
any month of the year.

The majority of communities in the Valley discharge
their effluent into the Main and North Floodwayi and the
Arroyo Colorado floodway. These floodways are shown on
the map in Figure 2. All three are heavily polluted by
organic wastes, particularly during periods of low flow. In
the segment of the Rio Grande River from the Brownsville
International Bridge to the western border of Hidalgo
County the river's water quality is poor. Here there.are low
levels of dissolved oxygen, high-fecal coliform counts, and
high concentrations of suspended solids. The Texas Water
Quality BOard sloes not consider this river segment suitable
for contact recreation.

Groundwater resources in the Valley are generally of
poor quality also. Even the better groundwaterdoes pot
usually meet public health drinking water standards. High
dissolved solids concentrations preclude the use of ground-

. water for 'extensive irrigation. In ,addition, the Valley
groundwater is threatened with contarnination from domes-:

The Rio Grande River supplies 98 percent f the fresh
water for all uses in the Valley. Wells, how yer, supply
about 10 percent of the municipal and ind strial water
reqUirements. There are 50 major water supply systems
serving approximately 330,546 persons in the Valley,
Ground water supplieill of ese systems and . urface water
_36 Systems. Six systems rely on oun and surface
water.

In 1974 the Texas Public Health Department reported .

that all wells tested violated standards set by tie United
States Public -Health Service 'for the amount of dissolved
solids permitted in "good quality' water. All'but one wet
system and all surface water syitems exceeded the maxi-
mum concentration of total dissolved sons permittedin
drin g water considered pennisSible only -"where no'
better dtater is available."

-WATER SUPPLY INTHE COLONIAS

jc,waste.

Among the colonias identified, 45 have access to
public water supply systems. Yet in these colonias many
houses are not connected lo. the systems. These uncon-
nected houses and those in the 20- colonias without any
access to 'public systems have aPproximitelylS,000 resi-
dents. These residents must rely on shallow well alid/or
water from irrigation ditches as their only sources of
water. As h been shown, the quality of this fresh water is
marginal at b st. .

The estimated total cost for providing fresh water to all
unconnected colonia households in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley is $2,130,000. This iholudes:

theti cost of connecting households to ah existirl
system in those coldnias having access to a public
system and .-*--

the cost of expanding existing municipal or rural
water supply systems to provide services _to house-
holds in colonias not presently having access to such
systems.

SEWAGE TREATMENT FOR COLONIAS

None of the 65 colonias in the Valley have public sewer
systems. The mosii common means of sewage disposal in
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these communities are outdoor privies and indoor facilities
which d am into either a cesspool, septic tank with field, or

fined nit.
daily wastewater discharge from all colonias
is estimated at 1,650,000 gallons. This w'aste-

-surface excavations and must
sonable-to-assume that it will trickle

me effect iin---the quality of the
ce groundwater aquifers 'are intercon-

nected,groundyGater pollution' impact suriaCevv
iquality in the Rio Grande River a e floodways.

Because the water table is relatively high throughout the
Valley, the use of. septic tanks, cesspools, and privies
periodically creates a potential non-point source of pollu-
tion. Heavy floods regularly occur in the Valley and,
because Se terrain is flat, stormwater is inadequately
drained. Colomas are particularly.susceptible to this type of
localized floodmg due to their locations in low-lying areas
or in floodplains. The seepage resulting from this flooding
often raises the level of-the water table sufficiently to push
raw sewage onto the land surface. This, of course, creates a
serious health problem.

For a number of reasons septic tanks do not offer a good
solution for the sewag& problems of dolonia residents. The
high-densities found in most colonias, limit the safe us& of
septic systems Also, soil conditions are ,considered "poor"
for septic tanks in 13--colonias. Soil conditions in 23 other
colonias are described as-both"good and poor" depending
on the specific location of a septiesystern. Finally, the
National flood Insurance Act denies federal'insurance to
new homes with unsealed sewage facilities located in
floodplams. This makes septic tanks an inadvisable option
for many low-lying colonias.

The provision of sanitary waste disposal systems in
'Hidalgo County colonias could be accomplished by either
of two treatment methods. First, these colonias could be
connected to ,an areawide wastewater treatment system.
Second would be the installation in each colonia of separate'
package treatment Facilities. Cameron County colonias
would require package treatment facilities exclusively.
Their distance from the main interceptors of the areawide
system precludes their connection to it.

The cost cif providing for sanitary waste disposal systems
in co s may be expressed in terms of:

Total
identifie
water is discharged into
go somewhere. It is
down and have

" groundwater. 'Si

I

er

PACKAGE TREATMENT
_SYSTEM

HCameron' idalgo.
County County

Capital cost $2,882,000 $7,215,000

Annual cost 402000

Average annual 232
cost per household

--The_problems involved in securing water and sewage
treatmentlbr e colonias are two-fold. The first problem is
to locate, or create, ap organization which could accom-
plish the installation of the systems. The secoficiproblem is
to secure funding for in allation. Although there are a few
organizations which nii t include colonias in their frame-
works and a few funding programs for which colonias rAkht
be eligible, the fit into these categories is not exact.

capita t;
annual costs ortized-capital costs plus operating
costs);
average annual cost per susehold (annual costs
divided by the number of hous olds being served).

These are the cost estimates for the cols Cameron

and'Hidalgo Counties:

CONNE1CTION
TO AREA-

WIDE SYSTEM

Hidalgo
County

S10,668,000

942,000' 1,071,000

210 240

INSTITUTIONAL ALTERNATIVES FOR
- WATER SUPPLY.

o

Rufa I Water Supply Corporations ,

In most 'cases the rural' water supply Corporatiot
represents the colonias' best Opportunity to acquire potable
water. In the past, 'funding of water ,supply systems for
colbnias has beeri accomplished by funding from the
Farmers Home Administration (FmHA). An example of
this is the islilitary, Highway Rural Water Supply Corpora.'

' ti)rnrwhich has recently brought water to 13 Cameron and
Hidalgo County colonias. The'Corporation received loan
,funds fromFTHA. A majority of the'tural residents it
serves are low-meornecolonia residents, many of whom are

_

migrants.
FmHA loan funding remaliableand $200 million in

grant funds were included in the agency 'fiscal 1977
budget. Grant funds are distributed to applicant per juts on
the basis of low per capita income, high costs of service or
some combination 15-f these, factors. The colonias would

. -
certainly be potential candidates for these 4"ds.

Municipal Water Supply Systems

The Farmers Home Administration lirnits.ip funding to
communities with less than 10,000 residents. Therefore
colonias which must rely on municipal water supply
'systems cannot benefit from FmHA monies. Tate munici-
palities which run these systems could use their entitlement
grants under the Community Development Program of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

12
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That they will do so willingly is doubtful, however. These
communities are already under severe budgetary constraints
in serving their own residents. The municipalities could
apply for HUD discretionary grants to fund system exten
sions to colonias. However, there is a good deal of
competition for the small amount of funds available under
this program.

EDA Public Works Grant Program

A further ption would be to apply for funding under
the Economic Development Administration's Public Works
Grant Progra . Several institutions which now exist or
which could b created.could be eligible for funding under
this option. e severe economic problems facing the
bower Rio Gra de Valley would appear to make this a
logical program or consideration. It would certainly assist
some of the poor st couniies in the United States.

INSTIT TIONAL ALTERNATIVES FOR
SEWAGE TREATMENT

1

In 1972 Cong
reaching water p
known as the Ted
merles. This bill es
discharge of p011u
goal. It requires
conduct areawide
achieve this goal.
and up to 75 pe
achieve this goal
administers the r
Grande Develop

ess . passed a comprehensive and far-
Ilution control legislation, PL 92.500,
ral Water Pollution Control act amend-
ablished the elimination 6y 1985 of the
ants-into navigable waters as a national
at planning agencioA,Vipignated to
planning of wasteWatif treatment to
unds are authorized to conduct planning
cent of construction costs necessary ,to
The Environmental Protection Agency

levant parts of this \act. ThevLower Rio
ent Council, a coal .1 of-governments,

3

has been designated the planning.agency under section 208
of this act.

Colonias should be included in the 208, areawide sewage
treatment plan in. the Lower Rio Grande Valley region.
Colonias generate residual was es which can affect water
quality. The dispositiOf of th se wastes La pnvies and
cesspools in an area where the w ter table is high and local
flooding prevalent constitutes a 4 reat to both ground and
surface water quality. Texas Water Quality Board guidelines
for-review of 208 plan's states that:

... The plan' shall include: a'process to identify,
if appropriate, and control to the extent feasible
(including land-use requirements) nonpoint sources of
pollutiqn, Including ... disposal oepollutants on land
or in.subsurface excavations.: .

Inclusion under the 208 planning process would make
the construction of sewage treatment facilities for colonias
eligible for 75 percent federal funding. However, this would
not insure funding. First, the a)nount of federal funds
available in Texas for 208 projects is limited. Second,
sewage collection systems are not on theAnvironmental
Protection Agency's priority list for construction grant
funds. Third, given their low incomes, colonia residents
might find it difficult to obtain the 25 percent local
matching funds required by the program.

One answer to this problem may lie with the Texas
Water Quality Board. The Board administers a well-funded
water quality enhancement program which could provide
loans for covering the 25. percent,locatrnatch requirement.
Still, given their _depressed economic situation, colonia
residents may find even a small loan program too costly to
be met from local resources.

et
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CHAPTER TV /4

COLONIAS AND LAND-

Colonias in the Lower Rio Grande Valley have prat*:
er'ated and expanded withbut constraint largely because of
the absence of effective land-use Controls. This lack of
control is typical of tke rural, unincorporated areas of
Texas. If services sucW as water supply and sewage
treatment are provided for colonias, an incentive will be
created for further growth of these substandard communi
ties. The cost of providing services to isolated, small, rural
developments is high. Also, substandard developments in
areas of high density creates additional problems, and
croWdmg is common in many colonias. -

Advotacy of land-use controLip larder to prevent the.
constrained growth of colonias presents a difficult social

olicy issue. On the one hand, the colonias provide the
p est Valley residents with cheap housing. On theother,
han4ncouragement of expansion of existing coroniasand
of the creation of new substandard communities can have
serious Consequences for the entire Valley.

Wholesale bulldozing of the colonias may seem cheap
and expedient. Yet the displacement of 34,000 people,
one-tenth of the 'Valley population, is unlikely and cer-
tainly morally untenable. Better answers lie in improving
existing colonias and guiding new home seekers to th'em,
and in preVenting the development of new substandard
colonias. Land-use control is necessary to accomplish this.

This section examines the current situation of land-use
management in texas and in the Lower Rfo Grande Valley.
It will serve as background for recommendations as to what
some Valley governments can do now. It will also be a
background for recommendations for future action by the
Texas Legislature.

INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS OF LAND USE

1-Federal Government

Federal mec isms For land-use manag 14ent are decen-
tralized. Much of the responsibility for lan
been delegated to state and1ocaLgovernnlents.
Department of Transportation,
and Urban Development,
Agency, and-the Departme
some degree 'in land-use con

e control has
e, federal

e Department of Housing
Environmerlial Protection

of Interior are involved
dl. Their efforts are, however,
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directed toward urbaiti aids These efforts have not ye
been related to countiii,:whi Ji havejurtuirktion o er rural,
unincorporated areas.

2. State Government

' 1 Existing state land-use ntrol mechanisms are \also
decentralized. Here most respOnsibility has been delegated'
to local governments. The primary role of Texas state
government has been to enact legislation enabling cities 0 -IP

regulate land develpment 411" Utilization within their,
4rritorial jurisdiction:4,- Additionady , state agencies.; withk
lindlinanagenienr functions *include those rssponsible for
*ate lands, or coordinating sPiyal distric and for
Ciantrolling environmental Folltitibill a..

0.

`4.

.$

3. Regional Councils

Another form of 'goVernMent irivol-ed in
management are regionaLeouncils of governm
voluntary associations of local governments. Such coun 'Is

re ----"-----.-'
have these functions!' ..

to assist local governments in solvion Jrclblems
affecting more thanone-julisdistiotv--,

to encourage the de-Vement of inter - governmental

land-Use

ich are

relations;.,
to review local planning activities;
anti to maintain ,an areawide comprehensive
process,:

The regional councils may,make recommendations but do.
not have the power to ehforce the recommendations. f,

.. : ;
't ts,

4. County Government

Counties with populati,pns of *re thati190,000 are
authorized to require land developers in unincorporated areas
to provide 60-foot rights-of-way (Vernon's Annotated Re-
vised Civil Statutes of tyre State of Texas [VACS] , art: 2732K
[1951]). These counties may also establish specifications
for road construction. Mete previsions may only be
enforced by a county's refusal to Ipprove maps or plats not
providing minimum rights -of -way, or, by requiring a perfor-
mance bond. Under VACS, art..6626a.(1957, as amended
1961) developers or unincorporated land in counties of less

22 ,



than 190,000 population must file a piat with the ..ounty
clerk before subdividing land. These cotuities are given
limited authority to provide' for, righltstlway and ',to
establish construction and drainage spe,afiLations fur roads
and streets. These counties may also recAre a performance
bond and refuse to approve deficient plats

Existing county land-use control authbrity has a major
drawback. The sale of subdivision lots bried on metes and
bounds descriptions is not hovered under current statutes.
Cities are not permitted to extend services to a developed
subdivision unless a plat has been ill d with the county
clerk. But what if a de'veloper has no intention to provide
services to a subdivision? .Then they is no incentive to
record the subdivision with the cot nty. This is the case
with many colonia-type subdivisions Without a recorded
plat there irithcontrol point at whi0 the city or county
will come in contact with the n ,-v-ithaivision. Therefore
there is no regulation. I\

ComplaancO with the National Flood\Insurance Program
req Tres ratheir extensive land-use autlionty in areas threat-
ened by flood hi*ards. In 1969, in order to comply with"
the program, the Texas Legislature enaL.4,;I Cert,ainlegisla-

. Lion.. VACS, art. 8230-13 (1969)authortieS counties in
Texas to make land-use adjustn ritrif; to \constrain the
developifient of land In flood plains. The counties are
authorized to guide- the development of land in flood
plains. The -counties are authorized to guide the develop-
melit of future construction away from flOvd hazard areas.
This legislation suppl entS older authonty granted to the
counties (VACS,. art. 1581c [19491) Here counties May
exercise the right` of eminent domain to condemn and
acquire real property, easements, and rights-of-way for the
flood-control construction. This in..1=e making' and
digging of canals, drains, loxes, and improvements
for flood control and for drainage related to flood control.
The full extent of 'county powers under art. 8230-13 and
art. 1581e has not yet been tested. However, this legislation
may enable counties with potential flood hazards to
excercise some control over development in unincorporated
areas.

Municipal Government

Municipal mechanisms for the .regulation of land use
include zoning laws, building and housing odes, and

. subdivision ordinances. All Texas cities have the authority
. to implement these .ontrols within their corporate limits.
The effect of this authority varies from city to city. This
variation depends OA the quality of the regulatory rlech-
anism and on the stringency uf Ordinance and Tode
enforcement.

Cities have some authority m unincorporated areas
which lie within the boundaries uf their extra-territorial
junsdiction (ETJ). The ETJ of a ,ity consists of all the

gir

contiguous' unukorporated area, not a part of another city,
within a speLified limit of the ,_Ity 's corporate limits.
VACS, Art. '970a (1963) establishes ETJ limits ranging from
one-half mile to five miles depending on the size of the city.
Cities are permitted only to extend subdivision ordinances
to unincorporated areas within their Ens. However, the-
cif), can neithoL impose nor assess any fine for ordinance
violation. It may nut consider these violations as mis-
demeanors. A Lay may refuse to extend services to a
'subdivision which fails to ,omply with its ordinances. The,-
city may4lso seek injunctive relief in the coups.

15
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LAND-USE CONTROLS__IN-THE

LOWE R.12.10 GRADE VALLEY

I. County Govern men

In 1971--CaMeron County developed a set of standards---
whjch apparently has put J stop to new sub-standard
intedivision dewlopment. The Ceunty Commissioners'
Court, uses the standards as a guide when deciding
whether to apprue subdivision plats in unincorporated
areas. Among the requirements of the standards are.

that new subdivisions must be connected to an
approved sewage disposal system;

----there must be provision for drainage easpients and
rights-of-way along water courses,
there must be minimum lot sizes,
a layout of the entire subdivision must be filed,
showing The proposed layout 'of streets, blocks;
drainage, sewage, and water systems, and other
improvements to the area.

These guidelines were adopted under the authority of
floodplain legislatioh enacted by the Texas Legislature.
While the legality of these guidelines has not been tested in
court, they have been generally accepted by developers.

,

2. Municipal Government

A March, 1976; telephone survey of 15 larger cities in
the Valley indicates that most are attempting to control
new development within their ETJ areas through .the
extension> of municipal subdivision ordinances. The survey
further revealed that:*

Thirteen cities have ewrlded ordinances which sped-
fy minimum standards for street construction and
drainage In new subdivisions;
Eleven cities have extended ordinances which estab-
lish minimum lot sizes;
Nine caws, of which eight are in Hidalgo County,
have extended minimum specifications for water and
sewer lines; -

Brownsville, Edinburg, and Mission have recentlx
started to use injunctions to halt substandard devel-

.



opment within their ETJ areas.
_Approximately one-third of the 65 colonias are located

Within the ETJ boundaries of the larger cities of the Lower
Rio Grande Valley. These cities have the authority to
control the development of new substandard subdivisions
within these boundaries. They have no legal right6however,
to regulate land use in existing colonias. Under current law,

ti

V °

Nz

°annexation is the only method by which municipalities can
'exercise the full range' of land-use control on existing

f

colonias. Broad scale use of this approach sams unlikely.
the costs resulting from the annexation of a typical colonia
would likely outweigh the return in revenue generated from
use fees and ad valorem taxes on colonia properl.
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A. Water Supply

Each colonia in the Lower Rio Grande Valley should be
provided with access to 'a public water supply system.

1. Where feasible, the water supply needs of colonia
residents should be provided through rural water supply
corporations, To provide funding for these projeets, the
Farmers Home Administration rural Water and sewer
services grant program should be reinstated.

2. Where.rural water supply corporations utilization is
not feasible, water supply needs should be provided by
extension of service from, the nearest water supply system.

&Financial support for this should Se sought, under the
Economic Development Administration public works grant
program'.

CHAPTERV

4

COMMENDATIONS

B. Sewage Treatment

Each colonia in the Lower Rio Grand; Valley, should be
provided with access to a public sewage treatment system.

1. The sewage treatment needs of colonia residents
should be included in the regional treatment plan under
Section 208 of the federal Water and Waste Water Program.

2. Funding for sewage treatment facilities should first
be sought under the Environmental Protection Agency
construction grant prograin, where up to 75 ,percent
funding can be obtained. To provide for the 25 percent
required local match needed under this program, the Texas
Water Quality Board loan program for water quality
enhancement should be used.

p

C. LandUse Management
\

Future land-use plans and controls alopted in the Lower
Rio Grande Valley should be used to provent the develop-
ment or uncontrolled expansion of rural communities, such
as coloniat which lack basic services.

.11 1. Under the authority of floodpkain enabling legisla-
tion, Hidalgo and Willacy Counties should adopt guidelifies
'relating to approval of, subdivision plats similar to those
already used by,Cameron County. '

2. The Texas Legislature, should enact enabling legisla-
.tion providing for landguse management in unincorporated

areas. This should be done on a staged basis:
stage Passage, of legislation such as the County

Deve'opment Standards draft bill prepared. by the,Texas
Advispry Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
(TACIR). This would give counties mope\extensive subdivi-
sion control coupled with an effective enforcement
mechanism.

Stage 2: Passage of legislation such as th City Stan-
dards in Areas of Extra-Territorial Jurisdiction. draft bill
prepared by TACIR. This would authorize cities to extend
their building ordinances into their areas of extra-territorial
jurisdiction.

Stage 3: Passage of legislation such as the County Land
Protection and Management draft bill prepared by TACIR.
This would grant counties zoning authority:

Stage 4: Passage of legislation such as the County,
Ordinance Authority bills (H.B. 1694' and J.B. 894)
introduced in the 64th Legislature. This would grant "home
rule" status to counties.

by
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APPENDIX

COLONIAS AS RURAL HOUSING

The 1Ansus defines rural communities as. those
having populations of 2,500 or less, making all colonia
housing rural housing' Where, then, do colonias lie in
'relationship to all other rural housing?

GJw th is the main difference. Although colonias closely
\ ,resemble the poor farmworker communities of the San Luis

Valley of Colorado and the San Joaquin Valley of
California, neither of these areas has experienced the
phenomenal growth found in the colonias.. Small farm-

. worker Lommunities in central Flofida also resemble
colonias, except that in those communities renting rather
than home ownership is the rul,..r..

The similarities of colonias tO all rural housing are
largely eLonomic and political. Most rural homeowners fice
the problems of distance and of economies of scale.2 The
cost of providing _services to scattered rural'houses and
communities adds to the cost of owning a rural home. The
small size of tifese communities makes difficult the achieve-
ment of economies of scale in construction and other
capital projects, not to mention the ongoing maintenance

1 of services. These factors hold for rich and middle -class
rural homeowners as well as the poor.

1
Distance and economy-of-scale factors ilife-im pficit in the

research done on the colonias. Physical isolation, a cor-
. rolary of distance, is also discussed extensively. Not

iscussed in this research effort is the factor of hgusingjr
edit,, verbally reported as a problem by some ,officials in

the Lower Rio Grande Valley. Compared to that of urban
areas, rural huusing financing requires larger down pay-
ments, higher interest rates, and shorter loan terms. Also,
due to a variety of factors, there is a general housing credit
shortfall in rural' areas.3 While .this is a problem for all
e4..unumic classes in rural areas, it is particularly difficult foi
the poti, adding,to thou already grave credit problems.

Although the rik.h and the poor share common problems
in rural housing, poverty and the special difficultievf
minority and disadvantaged groups add speciNimensions
to these problems. The poor simply cannot afford to build
standard and adequate homes. Many govemmeroprograms
for construction and rehabilitation are designed to aid all
poor people. Why, then, cannot the poor in rural areas avail.
theinselves of these programs?

To begin with, there is not enough government housing
--4,,.

money nationwide to solve all housing probleins. Many of
ilte direct and Indirect housing, subsidies'avadable go to the
uppei and the middle classes: Also implicit in the federal
government housing finance pattern is a distinct urban bias,
with a disproportionate amount of furOlinhoing into the
cities: This neglect is due in part to the il-eater political
leverage of urban areas. It is also due to thl` belief in '

"Metropollyanna" held b% many of the mutton's, chief
policy makers. '

'Metropollyanna is the belief that sooner or later'eyery-
one will move to big cities and live happily ever afterAThis
belief holds that the ace for people who are in troublt.in
rural areas and small towns is obviously. in bigger towns
with,electricify,, inside plumbing, paved streets, and medical
facilities all constructed more cheaply on,# per capita basis ,

and much more accessible.5 1-1i)wever, it is now Seginnuig
to occur to policy makers that this may not be the best of
all possible worlds. Pollutiori, congestion, and the, break-
down of government service in sonfe of the nation's largest
cities indicates that there may also be diseconomies of
scale, that there is a maximum size that can be reached,
after which the quality of life begins to degenerate. While
recognizing the clear need of large cities for housing
assistance, it is important that the smaller towns and rural
areas not be neglected. Those who would move all colonia
residents to Valley pities and towns should examine the
impact this wquld have on these urban areas impact in
terms of Water; of other:utilities, of municipal services, and
on the quality of life within existing muinciPalities. A town
of 10,000 can be overburdened if its population grows to
15,000; New York City does not represent the single
maximum size permissible in every given area. 0

Too, there is already a, revival_of population growth in
nonmetropolitan areas of the country, indicating an in-
creasing interest by citizens and industry in locating in rural
areas. This may -make many rural areas in the country much
more viable as places to live. Policy makers should take note .

of this trend and plan housing 'policy, based.,on people's
preferences rather than on "right-angle" planners' computa-
tions.

What about the governinent housing money that could
be made available to poor 'rural areasf The availability of
this money is largely dependent on the willingness and skill,
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of local agencies and institutions to "hustle" grants and
loans. In poor rural areas, the government agencies which
could fulfill these functions are often weak, ineffectual, or
nonexistent? In the case of colonias there is no government
agency- to represent their interests in the housing field.
Those non-profit organizations which could aid the colonias
in this problem are too small and poorly funded to be very
effective. More technical assistance from Austin and Wash-
ington in obtaining grants and loans for the Valley, as well
as a commitment by local and state government no
improving the quality of life in all rural housing, would be
an important first step towards solving the problems of
colonias.

Providing, the-Treeted---tennical and financial assistance
to the coloniA will be expensive: .

Particularly in _low income, low density rural coun-
ties, per capita federal outlays may need to be higher
than in high income, densely settled urban counties
because of (1)' the limited ability of low income
counties to raise state and local moneys to finance

.government services, y) the inability of more sparsely

settled counties to achieve economies of stale (lower
costs per person in providing comparable government
services), and (3) the frequent need for more capital
investment, on a per capita basis, to compensate for
past inequities.6 r-

This research effort has directed its attention to the
water and sewer problems of the colonias. Theseare by no
means the only housing problems found in these com-
munities. The' houses themselves are more often than not
delapidated, poorly constructed, and too small for the
families they 'hold. Even if sewer and water service is,
provided for all colonic houses there will remain much
work to be done. Further Study of home construction and
repair needs, credit needs, and the development of institu-
tional structures to insure progress is needed and needed
now. Beyond study and development there is needed a
concentrated effort, based on sound policy decisions, to
ensure a good standard of living in colonias and in all rural
areas.
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